Formula-Calculator Deluxe
The Formula Calculator combines in an excellent way the highest cabbalistic knowledge and the most modern
technology.
Designed with a lot of effort and attention to detail, this software contains a maximum development potential
for your individual life.
In the basic function you can graphically display any formula from the two to the four level (with all analogy
information) and also play the corresponding tones. Furthermore, every single letter of the German alphabet
can be called up and displayed in its correct analogy. As a very special plus, a 3-SK trainer has been integrated
with which you can also learn all the formula properties.
With the high-quality graphics you get the perfect support for the 3-sense concentration (3-SK) with all formulas, with the color belonging to the respective letters, the element (including feeling correspondence) and
the meaning, as well as the correct tone, which was recorded with a piano.
In addition, your very own and unique formula can be determined from over 531,441 possible combinations
on the basis of your name, date of birth and current place of residence. This includes the letters most suitable
for YOU for the Akasha principle, the mental, astral and coarse material level.
The formula calculator thus offers you 3 separate functions (whereby the corresponding tones can be played
in each mode by clicking on the letters):
•

Representation of a single letter with all analogy information and description of all 4 manifestation levels
(Akasha, Mental, Astral, Material)

•

Representation of a formula consisting of up to 4 letters with all analogies

•

Calculation of your very personal optimal formula with detailed evaluation, which is adapted to your
current situation in order to achieve fast and maximum success. If you have a middle name (consisting of
a second or third name), this name will also be included in the evaluation by marking it when you enter it.

Advantages:
•

Your individual formula means a novelty, which contains all aspects and characteristics essential for you
and your development in the fundamental building blocks.

•

The usually very time-consuming and lengthy search for THE REALLY FITTING formula is not necessary anymore.

•

The third letter, which corresponds to the astral plane, is potentiated once more on the basis of universal
laws and thus its effectiveness is increased.

•

You will receive a detailed written evaluation of the final result.

Thus, the Formula-Calculator Deluxe becomes a constant and faithful companion in your formula practice and
lets you experience the true Kabbalah in the most effective, magical, individual and instructive way...
This software is now available as a download in English and German for Windows computers. Included are 2
versions (large, small), a high-quality 3D image in poster format and a detailed instruction manual.
Minimum requirements:
Microsoft® Windows® 7 and above
Pentium® II -compatible 350MHz or higher processor
Minimum of 64 MB RAM
50 MB of hard disc space
1024 × 768 or higher monitor resolution

Attention:
The software is developed only for Windows desktop systems and Windows tablets (minimum 700
pixels height)!
It does not run on Apple computers, Apple smartphones or Android smartphones.
On non-Windows systems (e.g. Apple) you can only use the software with a Windows emulator.
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